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ANCESTRY, TRADITION & CONTEXT
The Birth of a Royal Marriage Bed

Many of the images of high status sleeping quarters in the late fifteenth century which come down to us are
strangely not royal but divine; from the outstanding Flemish painters of the Northern Renaissance who always
place the reading Mary surprised by Gabriel in either an upper middle class parlour or, more appositely, a bedroom
frequently glowing a Passionate red.
These provide an accurate depiction of both the style and structure of the standard quality bed of the time: it had
curtains, of which the two nearest the end of the bed were drawn up in the daytime into specially made matching
bags; it did not often have a footboard; and it had a canopy from which the curtains were suspended, which itself
was suspended by cords passed over the beams of the ceiling and brackets on the wall (those of the second
Annunciation below even manage to ingeniously carry a chandelier once over the beam).
Beds were highly valued objects and often the next item to be handed down after plate and vestments in a noble
will; some 14th century will extracts reveal what luxurious and decorative creations they already were. Sir John
Cobham left “ To John Lewknor and Katherine Lewknor, a red bed embroidered with lions; and a bed of Norwich
stuff, embroidered with butterflies”. Higher up the social scale both the Earl of Arundel and Edward Lord Despenser
left blue silk beds with golden griffins; but perhaps the best non-royal wardrobe of beds belonged to Joan, Lady
Above: The Annunciation (from The Annunciation Triptych) c. 1440 by Rogier van der Weyden, in the Louvre
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Bergavenny, who left;
“ To Sir James, son and heir of the Earl of Ormond, a bed of gold swans, with tapetter of green
tapestry, with branches of flowers of divers colours; to John of Ormond his brother, a bed of cloth
of gold with leopards; and to Thomas Ormond, his brother, a bed of velvet, white and black paled;
to Elizabeth his sister, a bed of blue baudekyn; to Bartholomew Brokesby, my bed of silk, black
and red, embroidered with woodbine flowers of silver . . “
Henry VII’s illegitimate uncle David Owen (the son of Owen Tudor and an unknown mistress after the death of
Katherine de Valois), whom he knighted and who lived until 1535, left “a trussing bedde of black velvet and russett
satin imbrawdered with wolfes and swaloes, with O and N of golde, with diverse other flowers imbrawdered, with a
tester and curtens in the same” as well as “a counterpoynt of verder with a great lyone in the middes of golde and
silke”.1
A “trussing bed” was so called in the 15th and 16th centuries as it was transportable; as there is “a trussing bed of
alabaster” in the voluminous inventory of Cardinal Wolsey at Hampton Court a little earlier, it may be best to
conclude that the transportability referred to the bedding and hangings, which were carefully packed into huge
leather bags to be taken to other family houses or on royal tours, rather than all of the actual bedsteads.
All these beds must have had hung fabric canopies of either the bell tent type with a “sparver”, or of a more
rectangular design, and the woodwork, though no doubt well finished, was almost completely hidden.
Perhaps the most informative will of the early Tudor period is that of Henry VII’s Agrippa - John de Vere, 13th Earl of
Oxford2, the great survivor whose military skill won Henry VII both Bosworth in 1485 and Stoke Field at the
conclusion of the “Lambert Simnel” rebellion of 1487. As usual the text offers no clues to the style or decoration of
the bedstead itself but details the luxurious furnishings supplied to an earl’s household;
“A sparver of green cloth of gold of baudekin, the curtains thereof of green tartarin . . a celure and a tester of
baudekin with birds of gold . . . a celure and a tester of rich arras with a tourney therein which I had at the
coronation of the Queen that dead is by reason of my said office 3 . . a celure, a tester and a counterpoint of crimson
satin of Bruges embroidered with blue boars, mullets and a park . . a tester and a counterpoint of crimson satin
embroidered with flowers, boars and crankets and two women feeding a popinjay in a cage . .”
We might expect a royal bed and its trappings to be even more magnificent.
Early in the Plantagenet era glimpses of royal beds are sadly sparse. John of Salisbury gives details of the 12th
century marriage guidance counselling meted out to Eleanor of Aquitaine and first husband Louis VII in 1149 by
Pope Eugenius III, who then made the couple sleep together in a bed he had prepared specially - but gives no
description of the bed.4 Eleanor and second husband Henry II still lie side by side on simple single beds with
footboards on their tombs at Fontevrault.
After this period the first glimpses of a royal state bed derive from the building accounts of Henry III, Edward I and
Edward II during their refurbishments of the Painted Chamber and the private quarters of the palace of
Westminster, often following fires like that of 1263. Most of the information concerns the murals begun by Henry
III and continued in a more military vein by his actively crusading and castle building son who chose the battles of
Old Testament rulers as a suitable royal paradigm or moral, but there is mention of green posts glittering with gold
stars5 ; the prevailing fashion for intricate mosaic inlay of glass and precious stones exhibited at Westminster Abbey
by the Cosmati pavement, the Westminster retable and the tomb of Henry III himself may give some indication of
the overall effect. The many surviving Liberate rolls recording payments out of the Exchequer authorised for
particular works reveal constant updates at palaces like Woodstock, Kennington and Clarendon for panelling
painted green with gold stars and sometimes the ceiling too, eg. “The sheriff of Southampton (Hampshire)
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is ordered to cause the chamber at Winchester to be coloured a green colour, and starred with gold, on which shall
be depicted the histories of the Old and New Testaments”6. The starry posts at Westminster may have been those
of the permanent state bed enclosure which carried the curtains, thus removing the need for the bed itself to carry
any to provide warmth and privacy; this had been built by 1244 and the chamber wainscoted, and within the bed
enclosure was a quatrefoil opening through to the small royal chapel of St Lawrence on one side, enabling the king
to both see the altar and hear services while lying in bed. On the wall behind by 1267 a mural was painted of the
coronation of Edward the Confessor (the monarch Henry III especially venerated), on the spot where he was
believed to have died, which was 11 feet wide; it is noticeable how precisely the marriage bed of 1486 inhabits the
space of the mural’s mid section of the crowning, and how its crestings respond to the contours of the mural’s
arcaded top and how its divisions dictate those of the headboard panels. The same design may have been echoed
by the wooden canopy over the enclosure, as it is said to have been inspired by the altar canopy of the Sainte
Chapelle in Paris which had made a great impression upon Henry; later he was not only to have an extra green linen
curtain hung but half height wainscoting fitted in between the posts of the enclosure to make the intimate walk
space less draughty. How much of this structure and fittings remained by the time of Edward IV is unclear.
As early as 1307 the Painted Chamber ceased to be the king’s regular nightly bedroom when Edward II, probably for
more privacy and warmth, built himself a smaller bedroom with a smaller bed on one side, but the bed of estate
remained in the Painted Chamber. After a public wedding once the pattern of normal daily life was set it always
seems to have been the practice for the king to visit the queen in her chambers to produce offspring, and then
return – always with an escort – to his own small bedroom; this custom was to save Henry III’s life in 1238 when an
assassin slipped into his bedchamber at Woodstock when he was in his wife Eleanor’s bed.
The only bedstead in remaining records for Edward I is one made of 11 boards which was effectively a simple,
functional campaign bed which travelled with him around the kingdom. A prosaic record of Edward III’s makeover
of the small castle of Moor End at Yardley Gobion in Northamptonshire 7, bought from the Ferrers family in 1263, is
interesting in that it includes “12 regal boards” for the headboard of the king’s bed, revealing that even this early,
superior slow growing tight grained Baltic oak was being purchased via Riga for royal English furniture. Perhaps in a
small castle a king’s bed would be more for everyday use and less luxuriously dressed, so paradoxically more of the
oak would be visible. At Westminster too, the bed he actually slept in would have been much more the size of a
modern double bed. The width of the state bed was always restricted at Westminster by the Coronation Mural
behind it, but presumably larger beds would have been produced for Windsor, Woodstock, Sheen, Greenwich and
the new royal quarters at Richmond Palace built by Henry VII after the fire at Christmas 1498. How the state bed in
the Painted Chamber was habitually dressed, at least from the time of Edward III who opened parliaments in front
of it, is apparent from his will of 1376 8: he left to his heir Richard, son of Edward Prince of Wales,“an entire bed
marked with the arms of France and England, now in our palace at Westminster” and four lesser beds. It would be
tempting to guess that the state bed was habitually decked out in quarters of red velvet with golden lions and blue
velvet with scattered golden lilies, and that except for the update to the three lilies of France moderne in c.1406
under Henry IV it remained so until Mary and Philip.9
There is no detailed description of the frame of the bed however, and much more evocative information emerges
from the Wardrobe and Exchequer accounts of the early Edwards on the luxurious fabrics considered essential for a
queen’s ritual purification or churching following the birth of a child and her first court reception immediately
following it, both for her own clothing and that of the great display beds already considered to be a necessary part
of the process for both mother and child; Marguerite of France, second wife of Edward I appeared in a gown of red
samite lined and hooded with miniver with her new son Thomas of Brotherton, who himself had no less than two
cradles and a bed.10 Whether this level of display went back further than Henry III is unclear, but after the
coronation of Henry’s queen Eleanor of Provence her chamberlain Gilbert de Sandford was already receiving
monetary compensation in lieu of the bed and furniture she had used the night before. This custom was not only
followed at coronations; the Household Book for 1298 includes
“To Sir Peter Champrent, in lieu of the bridal bed of the Countess of Holland [Isabella] the King’s daughter,
which he ought to have had as his fee when she married the Earl of Holland at Ipswich, twenty marks”
4
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Above : The Annunciation by Hans Memling c. 1480, Metropolitan Museum, New York

The mural of the Coronation of Edward the Confessor in the Painted Chamber and the glazed quatrefoil
squint opening to St Laurence’s Chapel: watercolour by Charles Stothard, 1819
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Below: Dialogue of the Duchess of Burgundy (Margaret
of York) with Christ, frontispiece to BL Add. MS 7970;
note the cords suspending the celure

The canopy or
baldaquin of
the altar of La
Sainte
Chapelle, Paris
which inspired
that of Henry
III’s original
state bed
enclosure

Above: an impression of how the royal
marriage bed of 1486 would fit in the
medieval state bed enclosure in the
Painted Chamber, with the quatrefoil
opening to St Laurence’s Chapel within
the enclosure. It was given a glazed
window and the enclosure was
partially wainscoted by Henry III, who
complained of the draughts in the
chamber. It may well have been
updated in shape in the 14th or 15th
centuries and may have lost its roof

Tomb of Henry III, Westminster Abbey
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A bed enclosure for an unconventional royal family in The Birth of Alexander BnF Français 50:
the pharaoh Nectanebo seduces Olympias, Queen of Macedon, disguised as a dragon
Scenes of the Arrival of the Amazon queen
Penthesilea and the Arming of Pyrrhus from
the one History of the War at Troy tapestry
in the V&A Museum, originally from a set
belonging to Charles VIII of France. Henry
VII bought a similar set in 1490 which
remained hanging in the Painted Chamber
until 1799
Below right: from the Winchester MS copy of
Thomas Malory’s Le Morte Darthur which
was printed and published by William
Caxton on 31st July 1485 (BL MS 59678 f.35)
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Beds and their hangings were evidently so highly prized in this century that royal women were very loath to give
them away. Later that century there are breathtaking descriptions of beds at Windsor intimately but spectacularly
associated with the births of the children of Philippa of Hainault and Edward III, and we see again that how great
beds are made use of in royal ceremonies is already an established pattern, but one that could sometimes be
broken; after Philippa’s coronation Robert de Vere, hereditary Lord Great Chamberlain, claimed her bed, her shoes,
and three silver basins she had used to wash her face and hands
“ the King desires that the Earl may freely receive the basins and the shoes, but as for the bed, the treasurer is to pay
the Earl-chamberlain 100 marks as compensation for his claim therein”.
Queen Philippa also defied established custom by insisting on breastfeeding her eldest son Edward herself. The
gown she wore either for her churching following his birth in 1330 or the subsequent first reception was of purple
velvet embroidered with golden squirrels, and the baby had a silver state cradle featuring the four Evangelists
keeping watch over him. Every great occasion or church festival warranted a new luxurious bed set: a very large
bed embroidered with the device of the Garter seems to have been commissioned by Edward III in 1346 in advance
of the formal initiation of the Order. He opened each Parliament in the Painted Chamber in front of the state bed
dressed in the shield of England writ large, red with three gold lions passant guardant and blue semé with fleurs de
lys. A tremendous festival was made of the queen’s “relevagia”, relevailles or up-rising, her first court reception
after being “purified” in church and giving thanks for the successful delivery of a healthy infant to celebrate survival
and new life. There was also tremendous expenditure. At Windsor nineteen tents of green, blue and white stripes
were made and others repaired by John de Zakesle for Queen Philippa’s up-rising after the birth of her son William
on 24th June 1348, the Day of the Nativity of St John the Baptist. Twelve carpets, a common cradle and a state
cradle had already been listed; and then for the eve of her rising, a robe of blue velvet with mantle, cape and open
supertunic worked with birds of gold, each bird in a circle of large pearls; and the whole garment powdered with
small pearl work, using 400 large pearls and 38oz of small pearls. The robe for the day of the relevagia itself was of
the same style but in red velvet, the tunic filled by an oak and other trees, and in each tree a lion. Six hundred large
pearls and sixteen pounds of gold were used in decorating the chamber with hangings of red sindon, beaten
throughout with the letter S in gold leaf, and there were not only two cradles but “a large bed for the said William,
the king’s son, of green taffeta, embroidered with red roses, figures, and serpents”; a pattern for future royal
iconography seems to be being set here.11 It is very evident that enormous beds were already a royal tradition for
particular events and purposes; at her relevailles in June 1332 after the birth of her eldest daughter Isabella (her
father’s favourite, who successfully refused three arranged marriages and chose her own husband), Queen Philippa
wore a robe of ruby and purple velvet of five garments for her churching again embroidered with pearls, and for
the reception one of green velvet of four garments embroidered with golden butterflies12, and reclined on a state
bed furnished with a counterpane of green velvet embroidered all over with a pattern of mermen and mermaids
holding the shields of England and Hainault; it measured no less than seven and a half by eight ells, and was
therefore at least seventeen by eighteen feet.13 Isabella’s cradle had been imaginatively conceived as a purple
chariot covered with golden stars and a waxed linen cover, and cost £20. Further fabrics were issued that year to
observe Pentecost and All Saints.
More splendour and fabulous beasts are evident in the trousseau of William’s unfortunate sister Joanna, who died
of the plague aged just 14 on her way to marry Pedro of Castile. One bedspread was of Tripoli silk embroidered
with dragons in combat and bordered with vine leaves; the vestments of her chaplains and the altar cloth of her
portable chapel were cloth of gold wrought with dragons and serpents.14 After the death of Queen Philippa, a
customary mortuary gift was made of the hangings of the state bed in which she died; the Chapter of York Minster
received enough fabric for thirteen copes, six tunics and a chasuble.
In her 1385 will Richard II’s mother Joan of Kent, Dowager Princess of Wales left;
“To my dear son the King, my new bed of red velvet embroidered with ostrich feathers of silver, and heads of
leopards of gold with boughs and leaves issuing out of their mouths. To my dear son Thomas Earl of Kent, my bed of
red camak 15 paled with red and rays of gold. To my dear son John Holland, a bed of red camak”.16
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Alas there are no descriptions of beds or their furnishings owned by the Lancastrian kings of the first half of the 15th
century, but the 1480 will of Anne Neville Stafford, Duchess of Buckingham includes a “bed of the Salutation of Our
Lady” for which the hangings of antelopes (one of the heraldic supporters of Henry VI) are mentioned separately,
so this may imply that she had a carved headboard featuring the Annunciation.
However – and not for the last time – we learn something of a royal travelling or “trussle” bed from a foreign
visitor; Silesian Niclas von Popplau, ambassador for the Emperor Frederick III, presented himself to Richard III at
York on 2nd or 3rd May 1484 and was impressed; firstly by the angelic singing in the Minster, then
“After mass the king sent to me the lord of Bergen op Zoom. He took my right hand in the church . . and led me
before the king in the chamber or tent that had been erected near the church. There I viewed the king’s bed,
adorned with red velvet and gold on top of each other, which the Lombards call “altabasso”, as has adorned his
Imperial Majesty’s bed in this manner. Also in the king’s tent there was a table with a silk cloth, embroidered and
interwoven with gold . . “ 17
Von Popplau’s account may have been completed after Bosworth, but he was next sent to Moscow, so despite
briefly meeting Henry Earl of Richmond at the French court he did not return to a London under a new dynasty.
The Painted Chamber remained the setting of Edward IV’s parliaments and major functions; following the wedding
of his four year old son Richard Duke of York to five year old heiress Anne Mowbray, Countess of Norfolk in 1478
“St Edward’s Chamber” was the setting for a special all-female banquet for the new little duchess hosted by Queen
Elizabeth and her eldest daughter. There seems to have been a dias or stepped area at at least one end of the long
room, for the throne and for a state bed as described in the Ryalle Book of ordinances and regulations of proper
etiquette for great occasions
“ . . the Parliament Chamber must be richely hanged, and seeled with a riche and stateleye Bed
therein, with Staiers up to the saide Bed, which Stayers must be covered with blewe Worsted,
garnished with Rybands, and gilte Nayles; the Bed covered with a goodly Emperiall [canopy],
the Curteynes and Traves of blewe Tarteron, Carpetts laied . . “18

Perhaps because the state bed had a “uniform” not allowing for fantastic decorative themes, there was an impetus
to make elaborately carved headboards and footboards to carry additional messages. On 23rd January 1484 Richard
III sat in the Chamber’s throne to open his first and only parliament; less than a year was to go by before it saw a
new occupant.

Winchester Deanery and Prior’s Hall at the end of the 19th century
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A section of The Great History of Troy tapestries remaining in the Painted Chamber and
captured in this watercolour by John Carter in 1790-1802 before they were removed. These
were bought by Henry VII in 1488 and in this scene jewelled, diapered posts or columns can
be seen with lozenges enclosing flowers, like the four posts of the royal marriage bed
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Commemorative hearse cloth for Elizabeth of York and
Henry VII c. 1504, in the Ashmolean Museum
Left and below: samples of C15th altabasso velvet from
the fabrics collection of the Metropolitan Museum, New
York (see also the copes of the angels in the first two
paintings)
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Left: Annunciation by Cima da
Conegliano (Giovanni Battista Cima),
1495; the bed has a carved all-wood
structure with a footboard and wìth
Renaissance ornament which includes,
surprisingly, the verse from Isaiah 7 : 14
And a young woman (almah) shall
conceive and bear a son in the original
Hebrew on the canopy frieze

Below: The early C16th Retable de la
Vie de la Vierge from the Chartreuse de
Thuison in the Musée Boucher de
Perthes, Abbeville, showing a similar
structure to the marriage bed with
carved posts and footboard

The only remaining
cope of 29 originally
commissioned for the
Henry VII Chapel in
1499 on exhibition at
the V&A Museum; the
cloth of gold and
velvet was specially
woven in Florence and
Lucca to the king’s
stipulated design
featuring “red roses
and portculyses”
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Although only particles of the original medieval paint over
a sea coal primer were found trapped beneath Victorian
varnish, it is possible to get some idea of the original
appearance of the marriage bed by the contemporary
decoration of ecclesiastical woodwork. Above, the surviving
rood screen of St Edmund’s, Southwold, Suffolk; and right
its restored pulpit. Red, green and gold was a popular
combination of colours
Sometimes woodwork could be painted cream in imitation
of marble, as on this throne in BL MS 19 A V f. Iv c.1491-96,
in which Henry VII is presented with his Livre de Physique:
Régime du Corps by Jean Chabot, Lord of Emaël
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Henry Tudor probably awoke the morning after Bosworth Field astonished at his own success. Almost at once, the
first epidemic of the dreaded “sweat” which could kill a fit young person in a day was to hit the capital and carry off
two Lord Mayors, probably brought in by some of the 1,800 troops donated by Louis XII from French prisons.
Fortunately the task of embedding a new dynasty - metaphorically and literally - was to be made easier by the
continuity provided by two particularly experienced men: Reynold Bray and Avery Cornburgh.19
Reynold Bray, like Henry’s general John de Vere a dyed-in-the-wool Lancastrian, had managed the estates of Henry,
Lord Stafford and his then wife Lady Margaret Beaufort at Woking palace. After Stafford’s death he had then
become the Countess of Richmond and Derby’s man, who while she was nominally under house arrest after the
1483 autumn rebellion against Richard III and her lands transferred to her third husband Thomas Lord Stanley,
carried her letters and money to Henry Tudor at the French court just as he had earlier carried presents from
mother to son to Raglan Castle and brought back his replies. He was a bluff man both could trust, and trust to get
things done. He was at once rewarded with the position of Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster for life, and
eventually with his own chantry at St George’s Chapel, Windsor, to which he was a substantial benefactor.
Less has hitherto been known about veteran royal servant and naval captain Avery Cornburgh. He had come from
the West country and begun his career under Henry VI, then got experience at sea under John Lord Howard, Duke
of Norfolk–to-be in both reigns of Edward IV, eventually becoming a captain. He continued as a gentleman of the
chamber under Richard III, was made Under Treasurer of England under Audley in 1483 and was called in almost at
once to also be acting Head of Wardrobe for Henry VII when he found that nominal head Sir Hugh Conway – no
doubt one of many now “owed” a lucrative position for his support carrying money to the exiled Tudor court – was
more of a soldier or accountant.20 He was also rewarded with 50 marks for being happy to carry on as Under
Treasurer under new management. Cornburgh had chosen to marry the rich, cultured, older Beatrice Oxney 21,
daughter of one prominent London merchant and widow of another, and it is from the accounts which she supplied
to his successor in the post Piers Curteys (who had also worked previously for Edward IV in this position) after
Cornburgh died in February 1487 that we glean a few tantalising details of the first Tudor royal beds.22 Curteys had
been demoted to clerk under Richard III, and Bray and
Cornburgh as under treasurers of the Exchequer were
Above: Henry VII , Musée Carnevalet, Avignon; Elizabeth of York,
Hever Castle. He was aged 28 on the day of their wedding, she 19
very much in charge of royal expenditure on a day to
14
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day basis after Henry was crowned. The latter also had extensive knowledge of the capital’s merchants and their
wares. For the coronation itself though another of Henry’s stalwart supporters he already knew well, Robert
Willoughby, was put in charge. Men such as these enabled Henry to hit the ground running in a victorious but
pressured situation; many former Yorkists had only lent him their support or inertia on the condition that he
married Elizabeth of York, eldest daughter of Edward IV, and committed to bringing the wars to an end; he had
made a sacred promise to do this on Christmas Day 1483 in Rennes cathedral and trusty “new man” and Speaker of
the House Thomas Lovell was to politely remind him of this as his first parliament adjourned for the season in
December 1485.23 He was crowned, but Elizabeth waited – possibly reluctantly – not with her mother, but in the
great house of The Coldharbour, under the eye of Margaret Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and Derby. It had been
given to the newly incorporated College of Arms by Richard III in 1484, but Henry VII had evicted them to give it to
his mother as her own personal London palace - thereby making the process of designing his own heraldry, taking
elements from Richmond and Beaufort, rather more difficult and haphazard.24
There were suspicions Henry did not comply with demands to marry Elizabeth immediately despite his oath
because he wanted to be crowned first alone, without calling parliament, so his status would be a fait accompli and
no acknowledgement made of her stronger claim to the throne; but as they were related within the fourth degree
of kinship there was also a religious impediment to resolve. A papal dispensation had already been sought and
obtained as “Henry, Earl of Richmond” without Elizabeth’s assent on 24th March 1484, but to be more secure one
was also sought jointly with her and as “Henry Rex”. In these hurried three months however more magnificence
was contrived than had been possible for his coronation, with special musical compositions for the wedding, purple
and gold robes for Elizabeth, and a unique royal marriage bed. The accounts for the coronation fortunately survive
because written in the Lord Chamberlain’s special occasions book25, and it is evident that Robert Willoughby (who
had also been entrusted with bringing Elizabeth and the children at Sheriff Hutton castle26 down to London after
Bosworth) was sent on a hectic shopping spree round most of the capital’s merchants in fine fabrics. Unfortunately
this book was not used for marriages, and any detailed documentation of spending is (so far) missing until August
1486. But Henry’s well rewarded blind poet laureate Bernard Andre was later to write in about 1502 in
characteristically florid and antiquated style, as though imitating classical authors - but in only one copy, 27 probably
for the eyes of a young Henry VIII - “wedding torches, a nuptial couch and other suitable decorations were
prepared”. 28 The bed he can never have seen, and if he remembered more description, he unfortunately did not
record it. However, poetic compositions were soon produced by the Italians Henry encouraged at his court; an
epithalamium was written for Elizabeth by Giovanni Gigli29 and the composer William Dunstable probably set O
Maria et Elizabeth this spring (strangely she was to commission another setting just before her death, the first
letter of every line spelling her name).The papal nuncio, Bishop James of Imola arrived and, perhaps a little earlier
than he intended because of Yorkist pressure in parliament, Henry obtained a provisional dispensation on 16th
January30 which enabled the wedding to take place in St Stephen’s Chapel two days later, conducted by Elizabeth’s
elderly cousin Cardinal Thomas Bourchier who had crowned both Edward IV and Richard III.
The bed was designed – perhaps with its imagery supervised by other reliable supporters who had been with Henry
in France like Richard Foxe, John Morton and Christopher Urswick – specifically for this particular occasion on the
18th January 1486; and for a particular place, the state bed enclosure of the Painted Chamber, fitting the space
between the columns of the Edward the Confessor mural and the divisions of the triptych-like headboard
responding to the design. It had to be protective of intimacy, yet convey complex messages to those who could
read them and impress the court’s leading nobles and foreign ambassadors with its magnificence, and so would be
painted and gilded and heraldically embellished in its carving and in the hangings supplied for it. Alas we have no
description of what they were this night, but details from the Privy Purse expenses of Elizabeth of York for 1502-3,
the very last year of her life, give some idea. Longstanding court “bedmaker”, i.e. bed furnisher, John Warreyn was
paid 30 shillings 4d for a new “trussing”, ie travelling, bed set – “seler, tester and counterpoynt of crymsyn velvet
and blewe paned and for making of the curteyns of damaske crymson and blewe paned according to the same”31.
These are again the colours of the royal arms, and it is tempting to presume that appliquéd and embroidered coats
of arms would have been applied to celer and counterpoint (there are very full descriptions a year later of such
heraldically embroidered bed sets which he made for the trousseau of Margaret Tudor to be carried with her into
15
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The Painted Chamber, Westminster by James Lawson Stewart (1829-1911)
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A perspective view of the Old Palace of Westminster in the reign of Henry VIII by Henry William Brewer
A.
B.
C.

The Painted Chamber
St Lawrence’s Chapel
The White Hall

D.
E.
F.

St Stephen’s Chapel
Westminster Hall
The Jewel Tower
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Scotland, with cloth of gold counterpanes embroidered with a crowned portcullis and red roses with red sarcenet
curtains – even her saddle was rose-strewn).32
The most vivid picture of luxury and extravagance comes though from a payment in 1506, four years after the
death of the queen “to Robynet Mowse for making of 21 great roses crowned for cellar & testour of a bed of vices
at 6 shillings 8d the piece sum £7, to the same Robynet for making of 14 roses crowned for the valance at 4 shillings
the rose “33. There is a suggestion about these entries that some bedding may be for normal royal use but those
described as for a “rich bed”, a bed of “vices” or “vyses” are for a bed which is to be seen but not slept in, a status
symbol; and perhaps this explains the greater size of some but not all of the beds in the 1547 Inventory of Henry
VIII and the royal beds exhibited to travellers at Hampton Court and Windsor under Elizabeth I. Perhaps this set was
on exhibition at Windsor Castle that same year when Henry VII unexpectedly hosted Philip and Joanna of Burgundy
and Castile, shipwrecked on their way to Spain; Philip’s party reached Windsor first where
“ . . they passed through the upper gallery to the King’s Great Chamber, which was richly hanged with cloth of Arras
and a great bed in the same chamber; where remained Knights and Esquires, and from thence preceding to the
second Chamber, which was also hanged with a very rich Arras, and in which there was a cloth of estate and as rich
bed as I have seen, where remained the Bishops and Earls . . “ 34
Henry had moved into the Queen’s apartment himself to leave his own newly built quarters free for his guest. Of
course at Windsor the beds did not have to fit into a particular design scheme or structure.
Making such exhibition pieces was a lengthy and expensive process; in 1502 the same Robynet “the quene’s
brawderer” (embroiderer) had been paid on 25th December for the outlay of employing “certain persons working
upon the rich bed” for 41 days (so far; that being Anthony, William, James, Joan, and Margaret Stokes).35 All beds in
the Great Wardrobe were not “royal branded” though; also in 1502 Groom of the Queen’s Beds John Brown is paid
for transporting a “bedde of a tourney” (presumably depicting a tournament) from Baynard’s Castle to Richmond
palace at the Queen’s request during the visit of ambassadors from Hungary - and returning it to storage
afterwards. Cecily Duchess of York, mother of Edward IV and Richard III (who retired to Berkhamsted Castle after
Bosworth) left the massive Baynard’s Castle by the Thames near St Paul’s to her granddaughter Elizabeth of York
when she died in 1492, and it seems to have been used for spillover storage by the Great Wardrobe even before
then and especially for the queen consort’s possessions. In 1501 Henry VII paid for a makeover with new gardens.
The accounts seem to indicate that four beds altogether including the marriage bed went to Winchester in August
1486 as the court transferred there for the birth of Arthur36; under “further deliveries” (to Baynard’s Castle, where
much seems to have been collected and prepared and Cecily Duchess of York’s Keeper tipped with the usual groat)
were sent firstly
“ . . i bench; i chair; i bedstead; i chair of state; i great bed . . “37
Then “To the lady Elizabeth, queen of England, both for her own use, and also for the removal of the said queen to
the city of Winchester, and towards the taking of her chamber before the birth of the lord prince in that place, and
also towards the birth of the same prince . . [ . . ] . . i chair of state ; ii beds” 38 One chair was already in existence
and one was made from timber, leather and cloth of gold.
Taking Elizabeth on the road when heavily pregnant seems somewhat inconsiderate and a gamble, as Arthur might
have been Guinevere and she might have miscarried. But the luck stayed with Henry, though Arthur was premature
and Elizabeth was ill for some time afterwards, probably having taken a chill in the cathedral waiting for the Earl of
Oxford, who though riding poste haste from Suffolk only just made it in time to perform his role as a godparent.
One detail of how everything from gold ribbons to large furniture was packed up for the expedition is particularly
illuminating;
“ . . to William Damys, page of the king’s bed, for the carriage of divers goods of the king from Westminster to the
city of Winchester, xiii & iiii d ; to Robert Boilet, for paper and parchment bought from him, xxxiii d, and for carbon,
pacthrede, black paper, and hay for trussage of such goods, x d; to divers laborers for loading the wagon with the
goods, vi d . . . “39
17
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Two pages from the Epithalamium written for Elizabeth of York at the time of her marriage in early 1486 by
Giovanni Gigli and presented to her via bishop Richard Foxe : BL Harley MS 336 ff. 70r-82r
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God in Heaven from the German Weltkronich edition
of the Liber Chronicarum, the Nuremberg Chronicle of
1493; the cherubs inhabit a border of dry twigs, fresh
growth, red flowers and berries and as on the 1486 bed
there is a banderole carrying a message in Gothic text

Another page from the 1493 Nuremberg
Chronicle; the Virgin, (crowned Queen of
Heaven standing on the Moon and clothed
with the Sun) and the Christ Child are
accompanied by a red-in-white rose, a lily
and a vine with textual messages on
banderoles; some of this symbolism is
encapsulated in the headboard of the
marriage bed
(The Nuremberg Chronicle was written by
Hartmann Schedel in Latin with a German
version by Georg Alt, illustrated by artists
Michael Weltgemut, Schedel’s stepson
Wilhelm Pleydenwurff and apprentice
Albrect Dürer, and printed by Anton
Koberger)

Left: separate red and white roses encircled
by a blue Order of the Garter banderole in
BL Royal MS 20 E III f. 30v
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Allegorical family tree of a noble family;
miniature by Loyset Liédet in La Sommerural
by Jehan Boutillier, 1471, a compilation
manual for customary law in Flanders,
Hainaut, Tournai and Vermandois, BnF Fr
202 f. 9v; note the cots with headboards and
footboards

An elite bed with a footboard was unusual, but
there are multiple instances in C15th MS; these two
examples illustrate the story of Joseph and
Potiphar’s wife; above right in the Furtmeyr-Bibel
Cod.1.3.2.III f.34v c.1468-1470 in Augsburg
University Library, and right illustrating Lust from
the Seven Deadly Sins in the Mirror of Conscience
section of Psalter MS GKS 1605 4Â° 1492-1530 in the
Royal Danish Library, Copenhagen
Below: the death of Charles II, king of Navarre in
Froissart’s Chroniques de France Book III in an
edition of 1475-80: Getty MS Ludwig XIII 7 fol.274v

Right: Another bed with a footboard in The Seven
Sacraments: Extreme Unction from Psalter GKS 1605
4Â° f.35r in the Royal Danish Library, Copenhagen
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Left: a German cabinet of the late 15th century with
foliate pierced work
Above: residual colour and brattishing frieze on the
late 15th century font cover of St Mary of the
Assumption, Ufford, indicates that the numerous
strips of brattishing on the marriage bed were
probably gilded; traces of blue taken from near the
tail of the small lion on the headboard of the marriage
bed were analysed and found to be lapis lazuli, in the
C15th more expensive than gold and only affordable
to a wealthy elite

Two of the wainscot posts found at
a London antiques dealer in 2014
which were obviously fashioned by
the same workshop as the
marriage bed. The diapered design
is identical to the bedposts but
slightly smaller, and carries not
only mortise slots for panelling
rails but a fleur de lys and the
letter h; another post has a knop
with an r.
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Ears of dried grasses were still visible caught in crevices of the marriage bed when sold in Chester in 2010. The
accounts also tell us that “a great bed” had to be repaired not long afterwards by “joynour” John Birch.40
Both Henry and Elizabeth had grooms and yeomen of the Bedchamber to cope with the practicalities of moving and
installing royal furniture and furnishings, but there were regulations already in place which governed the elaborate
ceremony and etiquette surrounding a royal birth laid down by the Ryalle Booke or Liber Niger of Edward IV, 41
which Henry VII was to update in 1494,42 possibly with input from Margaret Beaufort and Elizabeth herself. A queen
was to be separated from the world by “taking her chamber” for usually a month before the birth was due, and a
womb writ large created
“ . . no man [was] to come into the chamber where she shall be delivered ” [ .. ] “no manner of officer should come
within the Queen’s chamber but only ladies and gentlewomen, according to the old custom that women be made
all manner of officers, as butlers, pantlers, sewers, carvers, cup bearers; and all manner of officers shall bring to
them all manner of things to the great chamber door.”
“As to the deliverance of a queen, it must be known what chamber she will be delivered in, by the Grace of God; and
that chamber must be hanged with rich Arras, the roof, side, and windows, all except one window, and that must be
hanged so that she may have light when it pleaseth her”.
The only men who were allowed to encroach on this female enclave were priests or chaplains; and, most
importantly, the room was also to have
“ . . a royal bed therein, the floor laid with carpets over and over with a fair pallet bed, with all the stuff belonging
thereto, with a rich sperver hanging over; and there must be a cupboard set fair, covered with the same suit that the
chamber is hanged withal.”
The cupboard was to display the finest gold cups and dishes to imbue the atmosphere with the exalted status of the
queen and the imminent baby, but there was also a small altar with relics of favourite saints to appeal to for a good
delivery. Over the doorway as an additional screen was to be hung “a traverse of damask”. At Winchester the
female attendants had to improvise and make a Queen’s Chamber of the great hall next to the Prior’s House (part
of which survives as the Deanery), curtaining off an end section. The pallet bed was to be made up with
“ . . a feather bed with a bolster of fine down; a mattress stuffed with wool; two long and four short pillows; a pane
of fustian of six breadths and five yards long; two pair of sheets of Rennes of four breadths and five yards long; two
head-sheets of Rennes of two breadths and four yards long; a pane of scarlet furred with ermines, bordered with
blue velvet upon blue velvet or cloth of gold; a head-sheet of like colour, furred with ermines; a couverture of fine
lawn of five breadths and six yards long, a head sheet of the same lawn of four breadths and five yards long; a
sperver of crimson satin, embroidered with crowns of gold, the [King’s and] Queen’s arms and other devices, and
lined with double tartaron, garnished with fringe of silk and gold and blue and russet, with a round bowl of siver and
gilt.” Also to provide more splendour and comfort “. . four cushions covered with crimson damask or cloth of gold”,
and to maintain her status and dignity when sitting up “a round mantle of crimson velvet, plain, furred with
ermines, for the Queen to wear about her in her pallet”. She would give birth on the extensive splendidly canopied
pallet bed assisted by her midwife and ladies of the chamber, and then be lifted into the great bed for her lying-in
period.
So one day in August 1486 after a morning mass, Elizabeth went in procession to her great chamber attended by
both her own and the king’s mother, her sisters and her household and a throng of courtiers; at the entrance she
seated herself on her chair of estate and “took spice and wine under the cloth of estate”. Her Lord Chamberlain of
the household, the Earl of Ormond “in a very good voice desired in the Queen’s name all her people to pray God
would send her a good hour”, and Elizabeth formally bade farewell to the court. “Two of the greatest estates [led]
her into her chamber where she shall be delivered, and then they took their leave of the Queen. Then all the ladies
and gentlewomen [went] in with her” and she was enveloped in the silken royal birthing cocoon.
The lying in period following the birth could vary from two weeks to two months, giving a welcome breathing
space; of course the baby was usually handed immediately to the appointed royal wet nurse and rockers. As soon
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as she felt strong enough, the queen would sit up in bed and present her child to the court, but could not resume
royal duties before being “churched” in a ceremony of purification “ . . the Queen shall be purified, she must be
richly seen in tires and rich laces about her neck, and linen cloth laid upon the bed of estate; and there shall be a
duchess or a countess to take her down off ye bed and lead her to her chamber door”, where another two
duchesses waited to receive her. Then she processed to the church on the arm of a duke carrying a lighted taper as
the choir sang the antiphons Nunc Dimittis and Lumen ad Revelationem, both associated with the purification of
the Virgin. Following Arthur’s birth Elizabeth suffered an “ague”, a chill or infection, but fortunately not a fatal one,
and on 29th September, the feast of Michaelmas, at the king’s command, London merchant Richard Gullefer
supplied her with “ten yards of crimson velvet at 35s. the yard and six yards of damask russet at 9s. the yard” at a
cost of £20 4s.; so she will have appeared suitably regal at the solemn thanksgiving service and the subsequent
court reception, although as she was weak and unwell for some weeks celebrations seem to have been rather less
exuberant than they had been in the 14th century.
Arthur – who as Margaret Beaufort recorded in her Book of Hours, arrived “after midnight afore one o’clock” on
20th September – was bathed, swaddled, instantly made Duke of Cornwall and supplied with the two cradles
stipulated in the royal ordinances, a practical everyday one and an elaborate richly symbolic version like a state bed
but on a smaller scale; unfortunately no description survives of the smaller except that “ the little cradle of tree”
was nevertheless to be gilded and “fair set forth by painter’s craft”; the cradle of estate stood in an outer chamber
under a canopy of cloth of gold, an astonishing five feet six inches long by two feet six inches wide and “furnished
with great magnificence”, being “graven with the King’s and Queen’s arms” with a counterpoint of crimson cloth of
gold and blue velvet trimmed with ermine.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The great bed would also have played a part in the birth of Margaret Tudor, who would have been born on a pallet
bed at its foot on a very eventful night in Westminster palace in 1489. On the 26th November Prince Arthur had
been brought from his own separate establishment at the small healthier palace at Farnham, via Shene, upriver to
Westminster escorted by his godfathers the Earls of Oxford and Derby. He was to be announced as Prince of Wales
and Earl of Chester three days later and made a Knight of the Bath, and in celebration many sons of the nobility
were also to be created Knights of the Bath overnight; at least on this occasion this meant that the Painted
Chamber was filled with bathtubs, and so the state bed had probably been moved to the Queen’s Chamber for the
imminent birth of Arthur’s sibling – a move speedily achieved due to the iron hook and eye connectors between
parts.
The Painted Chamber itself was also, impressive though it was, not a fitting environment for a royal birth, as in one
important respect it contravened the royal ordinances. Only verdures - tapestries of plants and flowers completely
restful and devoid of violence, or a simple repeating pattern of gold fleurs de lys on azure were considered suitable,
and although Edward IV had covered the murals of Biblical battle scenes on the long walls with tapestries, these
were probably from the set of the Story of Alexander or the Fall of Thebes.43 After the expedition to Winchester the
return to the Queen’s Chamber at Westminster must have been especially like coming home for Elizabeth as she
had been born there herself, as had several of her siblings.
The Ryalle Book of palace protocol of course even laid down rules about how the royal bed was changed and made
up daily; with how the bottom mattress of three was to have its stuffing and fresh sweet smelling plant material
changed and rolled on by a yeoman of the chamber to make sure there were no sharp sticks - or worse, hidden
daggers, that there should be two featherbeds and fine linen from Rennes and a bolster as well as pillows. Perhaps
this only applied to beds actually slept on and not just valued as a royal talisman and status symbol, which the 1486
bed probably soon became. The Painted Chamber – called “St Edward’s Chamber” under Edward IV in honour of
both kings – was referred to in the record of Henry VII’s parliaments as “The Chamber of the Holy Cross”, perhaps
because of a relic now kept there. In addition to political and diplomatic use (many foreign ambassadors
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Probably Catherine of Aragon/Catalina de Aragon (14851536) by the Estonian artist Michiel Sittow

Arthur, Prince of Wales (1486-1502): almost certainly
conceived in the royal marriage bed in January 1486

Contemporary secular and heraldic use of people, banderoles with Gothic letter text, and escutcheons in a foliate background for
genealogical display in the Babenberger Stammbaum or family tree by Hans Part in Klosterneuburg monastery (1489-92)
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were received and sometimes knighted there), the state bed witnessed many elite social and ceremonial events
where it contributed to the display of wealth and power and seems to have had its own wardrobe of luxuriously
embellished hangings to be suitably dressed for different occasions; for example, for the Candlemas procession of
1489/90 it was hung with “Hewdykes bed”44, which may have been a set displaying religious iconography by
vestments broderer Hugh Dyke, made for John Duke of Bedford in the 1430s but still in good condition. Then on
Sunday 10th November 1501 the bed was present at the first great banquet to welcome Catherine of Aragon to
London and her new royal family. According to a herald’s account this was in the White Hall (originally the Queen’s
Chamber in the time of Eleanor of Castile), where the Lords sat after parliament was opened in the Painted
Chamber, and so sometimes called the Parliament Chamber; and the bed of estate seems to have been moved here
too, at least for this occasion;
“The Queen satte at the table at the Bed’s feet, which was in the upper end of the Chamber,
And the table of most reputation of all the tables in the chamber” 45
With her of course was My Lady the King’s Mother, and Elizabeth’s sisters Cecily and Katherine, with ambassadors
Alonso de Fonseca, Archbishop of Santiago and his cousin Antonio de Rojas Manrique, bishop of Mallorca, from
Catherine’s party; Catherine herself was at the King’s table (nearest his own actual bedchamber), where Henry
presumably spent the evening discoursing and quizzing his new daughter-in-law in French or Latin. Also at their
table were the Spanish prothonotary and diplomat Pedro de Ayala (who had played a notable part in smoothing
over hostilities caused by James IV’s support of “Perkin Warbeck” while at the Scottish court), the Earl and Countess
of Oxford, Thomas Earl of Derby, and Catherine’s duenna, the formidable Elvira de Manuel. Her new husband
Arthur headed the table on the Westminster Hall side of the chamber with his siblings Margaret and Henry, the
Duchess of Norfolk, the Earl of Surrey, ambassador Diego Fernandez de Cordoba y Mendoza, Count of Cabra (a
veteran of the Reconquista) and his brothers, and several English and Spanish noblewomen; and at the bottom
table, furthest away from the bed, was an all female table of English and Spanish gentlewomen. What the bed of
state was wearing on this occasion was sadly not recorded.

The cross fleury representing St
Edward the Confessor, top left, was
on one of the emblematic parade
helmets depicted accompanying
Richard III at his coronation on the
Rous Roll BL Add. MS 48976; the
Tree of Life grows out of it on the
marriage bed.
The Painted Chamber, where the
state bed stood, was also known as
“St Edward’s Chamber” in the reign
of Edward IV
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Below: The C15th Crib of the Infant Jesus from the Grand Beguinage of
Louvain, Brabant South Netherlands, and its coverlet showing Christ’s
Biblical family tree; Metropolitan Museum New York

Below: A late C15th probably
Bohemian pavise, or shield, in the
Metropolitan Museum, New York;
used by archers and crossbowmen
to screen themselves or for parade
display

" The rose, it is a royal flower.”
“ The red or the white ? Show his colour.”
" Both be full sweet and of like savour. "

This one exhibits the use of
fishscale as a decorative device,
derived from late Roman Dacian
armour and also seen on the 1486
royal marriage bed

" All one they be That day to see it liketh well me”.
" I love the rose both red and white. "
" Is that your pure perfect appetite? "
" To hear talk of them is my delight. "

" Joyed may we be
Our prince to see
And roses three.
Now have I loved, and whom love ye? "
" I love a flower of fresh beauty."
" I love another as well as ye. "
" That shall be proved here anon
If we three can agree in one."
The Peace of the Roses by Thomas Phelypps 1486
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Bedposts very similar to those of the royal marriage bed on The Emperor Vespasian Cured by
Veronica’s Veil; tapestry, Flemish c.1510, Metropolitan Museum, New York (once at Knole)

Probably Margaret Beaufort in glass from
Landbeach, Cambridgeshire; originally in
Wimborne Abbey. She was 42 when her son
ascended the throne.

An early multi-tiered “Tudor rose” from the border of BL Royal MS 20 E III Chroniques de France ou de St Denis 1487-94
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The Painted Chamber in 1799 in
watercolours by William Capon, just
before the removal of the tapestries
(those of The History of Troy had
previously been sketched by John
Carter). The state bed enclosure was
originally on the near side of the
fireplace in this view.

The end windows here can be
seen on the exterior view in the
watercolour by James Lawson
Stewart, above
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the Duke of Bedford, the Duke of Gloucester, with diverse other great men”.
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TNA PROB 11/17/379
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13
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14
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15
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Nichols & Gough A collection of the wills . . of the kings and queens of England.
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Made Lord Treasurer of Ireland in 1494 and Treasurer of Calais in 1504.
The names of Beatrice, her sister Margaret and husband Avery all appear as owners in a compilation volume of poetry by
Lydgate and Chaucer and Hoccleve’s Regiment of Princes gifted to them by Margaret’s husband poet John Shirley (Ellesmere
MS 26 A 13, now in the Huntingdon Library, California).
22
TNA E 361/8 rot 1 “Things received at the great wardrobe during the time covered by Alvered Cornburgh’s account” 1486-7;
William Campbell, ed., Materials for the Reign of Henry VII from Original Documents preserved in the Public Record Office, Vol II
(London, Longman & Co. 1877), pp. 166-179.
23
Parliament met on 7th December and Lovell was elected Speaker on the 8th; on the 10th he urged the king to act at once on
his promise to marry “that illustrious lady Elizabeth, daughter of King Edward IV” (neatly sidestepping her undecided
legitimacy/illegitimacy) and so make possible “the propagation of offspring of the stock of kings”.
24
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25
TNA LC 9/50
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of Warwick and Margaret Plantagenet (children of the late George and Isabel, Duke and Duchess of Clarence) some months
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Council of the North.
27
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29
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30
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Margaret Beaufort, Countess of Richmond and Derby femme sole legally but had not yet repealed Richard III’s Titulus Regius,
and so Elizabeth of York was still technically illegitimate at her wedding. The 1486 bull of Innocent VIII was later confirmed by
Alexander VI on 4th October 1494 threatening any rebels with excommunication (by which time Henry VII was facing probably
his most difficult Yorkist competition, pretender Perkin Warbeck/Richard IV, circulating in Europe). This and further
exemplifications by Archbishop Morton (eg that of 8th March 1498) were printed in their hundreds by Richard Pynson and
distributed in England and Calais.
31
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32
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